
“IT can’t work,” Steve Ryan muttered 
thickly. “You’re kidding yourself, Bart. 

The batteries are dying now. That’s just ether 
crackle.”
---Bart Hall turned a haggard face away 
from Ryan, back to the etherophone speaker. 
Weakly, a thin voice trickled through.
---“Orion answered Sirius survivors. We have 
your location. Check us. You are on planetoid 
41, radius Sun-Uranus-Pluto, bisect Polaris.”
---Hall shouted suddenly, directly into the 
phone. “Right, Orion! When can you get here?”
---“Our trajectory is...”  The etherophone 
screamed horribly, its whine like the distant 
sound of a wind. Faintly the voice returned.   
“...thirty eight days at the very least until...”
---A tremendous blasting voice drowned out 
the distant, piping one. 
---“Get the hell off my planetoid!”

---The two men recoiled, stood dazed for a 
moment. They were weak with hunger, and in 
the blinding white light that poured through 
the pilot’s vision screen their faces were as cold 
and stony-white as the landscape outside, a 
world of frozen carbonic acid.
---“Get him!” Ryan barked. “That voice was 
close!”
---Bart Hall fed the last of the precious juice 
into the batteries. Not even the whine and 
rasp of ether crackle answered. Hall shook his 
head glumly. “That voice blew the tube. The 
etherophone’s dead––completely gone.”
---“Bart!” Ryan’s voice was unsteady. “That 
voice was close, maybe a million miles from 
us. We’ve got to contact it. “
---Hall sank back in his pilot’s chair. “No,” he 
said, wearily. “It wasn’t close. Just a powerful 
transmitter, probably around Mars. And he 



wasn’t talking to us.” His eyes went to the 
landscape outside. “We’re alone now, Steve. The 
last two survivors of the space-wrecked Sirius. 
Seems a little funny now the way we worked 
so hard trying to get through to Jupiter in this 
old boat, slaving away for dear old Spaceways 
Freight, Inc.”
---”There’s still the Orion coming,” said Steve 
Ryan.
---Hall shrugged and a wry, horrible grin 
twisted his lips. “They’ll be a long time picking 
their way through the asteroid belts,” he said 
slowly. “Thirty eight days. What if they don’t 
get here...in time?”
---Ryan was silent. He rose and made the 
rounds of duty, as if the old Sirius were still 
plowing through the heavens. He drove all 
other thoughts from his tired mind; the men 
who had died when the meteorite hit; the 
men who had followed them in death when a 
spacewhirl had sucked them off the hull of the 
battered ship as they lay to for repairs. All gone 
now, all dead.
---Meticulously, Steve Ryan reduced the 
oxygen flow from a half to an eighth, checked 
the condensers gathering minute quantities of 
water from the ship’s atmosphere, turned off 
the single dim bulb.
---In darkness, then––once they left the glare 
of the vision screen, they turned in.

FOR a long while Bart Hall lay wide awake. 
He knew he should have tried to fall asleep, 

for that would use up less oxygen. His brain 
was swelling, pressing viciously against his 
eyeballs. The air began to smell foul. But two 
weeks on the asteroid had accustomed him to 
that.
---The virile, booming command to get off 
somebody’s planetoid dominated his mind. 

Working on low oxygen rations, he couldn’t 
organize his thoughts. Suddenly, though, one 
burning fact blazed through the muddle.
---He sprang to the floor in his bare feet, took 
huge bounds through the short corridor to 
Steve Ryan’s room.
---“Steve!” he shouted. “They said thirty-eight 
days! Do you know what that means?”
---But Ryan’s bunk was empty. Hall stared 
through the blackness, felt the flat bunk again, 
this time more carefully, as if Steve might be 
hiding. There was no question of it. Ryan had 
gone.
---Hall felt his way back to the control room. 
He sat uneasily in the pilot’s chair, staring at 
the blinding vision screen. Steve Ryan was 
nowhere in sight. There was nothing but the 
shadows, the glistening dry ice crystals, and 
above, in the velvet sky, faintly illuminated 
asteroid shapes tumbled across the pinpoints 
of light.
---Coldly now, Bart Hall’s mind was working. 
He was remembering the stores, the inventory 
of the wrecked Sirius. The meteorite that had 
hit them had demolished most of the store-
room. The supplies, food, oxygen, fuel, had 
gone whirling out into space. What little had 
remained after eight of the last ten survivors 
had been sucked to their deaths had been 
carefully hoarded. Only Reserve Officers 
Hall and Ryan were left––and that led to an 
inevitable conclusion.
---On quarter rations of everything one man 
might live the thirty-eight days before rescue 
could come. Two men would die of thirst or 
hunger or asphyxiation...in twenty days...
---“Death,” Hall muttered to himself. “The real 
thing. It’s coming now, after a short life.” He 
shuddered, sitting there alone.
---Hundreds of times, just for the thrill, Bart 
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Hall had faced almost certain death. But he 
had always seen himself in the role of hero, 
never as a corpse. Now that it was stripped 
of its excitement and glamor, he saw himself 
dying in slow agony, without a tangible enemy 
to face and fight––saw himself as a strangled 
cadaver, a tortured, inert body. And that vision 
paralyzed him with fright.
---“One of us has to go,” he said aloud.
---With clinical detachment, though, he 
weighed his reasons for living against Ryan’s. 
Hall was a brilliant mathematician, with an 
unfortunate craving for adventure. When he 
got all the bubbling energy out of his system, 
he fully intended devoting his life to man’s 
search for knowledge. Ryan’s death would be 
meaningless to humanity.
---“I’m not wrong,” Hall said, getting up 
determinedly. “A committee of scientists would 
decide the same way. When that meteor struck 
us amidships, I felt every bit of adventure slide 
right out of my blood. From now on I don’t 
care if I never see a space ship even in the 
newscasts.”
---He knew the supplies would give away an 
ordinary murder. Three months of wandering 
in space, two weeks on the planetoid, almost 
six more weeks before rescue...
---They’d dissect Ryan’s corpse...
---No simple killing would do. This had 
to be foolproof––absolutely foolproof, yet 
convincingly natural. The Space courts had no 
sympathy for shipwreck murders.
---Hall strode across the tiny control cabin, to 
the small galley. His lean, hungry face was cold 
and white, his eyes grim. When he hid a sharp 
icepick under his pillow and turned back to 
the cabin, nobody would have recognized 
this frigidly ruthless killer as Bart Hall, the 
laughing daredevil of the spaceways.

* * *
---One moment the vision screen showed 
nothing but the savagely bright crags of the 
planetoid. The next instant, Hall saw Ryan’s 
inflated figure bound high over the horizon 
and leap swiftly toward the lifeboat.
---Hall’s face was composed, and he was busily 
preparing the pathetic single meal of the day 
when the outer door of the air-lock slid open 
and hissed shut. From the corner of his eye he 
watched the wheel of the inner door revolve 
slowly. He heard the four bolts grate back. 
Steve Ryan entered.
 ---Ryan’s mouth was pale and thin as he 
removed the space suit and hung it on the 
hook. Just as deliberately, he checked the 
oxygen tank between the shoulders and closed 
the valve.
---There was something else that had to be 
explained, Hall realized. There was only one 
space suit aboard. All the others had been 
lost when the captain had gone out with the 
crew to repair the smashed hull. Hall fervently 
hoped he could explain the one legitimate fact 
in his plan.
---Sitting across the little galley table, Ryan 
broke the silence.
---“The Orion’s ‘Sparks’ said thirty eight days, 
didn’t he?”
---Hall covered his start. “Yeah. Why?”
---“We can’t make it, Bart. The stores won’t 
hold out.”
---“Sure they will,” Hall replied confidently. 
“We’ll try, anyhow.”
---Ryan shook his head. “We won’t make it. It’s 
you or me.”
---“What makes you think so?”
---“The Orion said it’d get here in either thirty-
eight days at the very most or very least. Our 
supplies can’t last that long.”
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---“We’d have a lot better chance if you didn’t 
take the space suit out every day,” Bart Hall 
suddenly flared. “What in hell’re you doing out 
there?”
---“I can’t tell you yet,” Ryan said, halting at the 
alleyway to his cabin. “But that doesn’t matter 
much. One of us has to go, Bart...”
---For long moments, Bart Hall sat alertly 
facing the alleyway after Ryan left to turn in. 
His suspicious mind saw menace in Ryan’s last 
words. One of them had to go...the fool! If Ryan 
was planning murder, why was he telegraphing 
the information?
---Quietly, then Bart Hall went back to his own 
room, and from there to the control cabin. 
When he returned to his bunk, he made his 
eyes stay open, though the foul air drugged his 
mind and tortured his lungs. He had hidden 
the long stilletto-like blade he had found. His 
heavy eyes were fixed on the dark alleyway all 
night, waiting for Steve Ryan to come out––to 
take the space suit and go.
---But when he climbed down and looked in the 
other room, it was empty. He must have fallen 
asleep, partially asphyxiated by the vitiated air. 
And during that time, Steve Ryan had risen, 
taken his usual small breakfast, and gone out 
on the asteroid for one of his mysterious walks.

STEVE RYAN shuffled over the airless 
surface of the planetoid. Little clouds of 

sparkling carbonic acid crystals puffed high at 
very step, and took a long time to settle back in 
the asteroid’s weak gravity.
---He had left the tiny space ship far over the 
horizon. Now, off to his left, a chain of sharp 
crags rose from the torn, tortured plain. The 
glassy rock caught and reflected the weak light
from the distant yellow Sun. Ryan shuffled out 
of black shadow, into the blinding glare, back 

to the shadow.
---Then Ryan turned to the right, shuffled 
through a narrow, deep ravine like a jet scar on 
the brilliant plain, his eyes ever searching. In 
his hands he held a little colored instrument, 
and his gaze flickered to it now and again.
---“I don’t know why I’m even hesitating,” he 
muttered. “There’s no real choice. I haven’t told 
him about this crazy hope of mine, because 
if it doesn’t come true, the disappointment 
would be terrible. Once Bart Hall may have 
been irresponsible and erratic, but he certainly
isn’t now. The guy always was a mathematical 
genius, only he had that adventure bug inside 
him. But he’s changed.”
---He came to the broadest, deepest part of 
the ravine. Where he stood, the ground was 
almost perfectly level for several hundred 
yards to each side. There the steep cliffs rose 
sheer toward the sky, pointing at the shadowy, 
upending asteroids out in space.
---“The System has plenty of use for a guy like 
Hall,” Ryan was thinking. “And me? What the 
hell am I? Another reserve officer who doesn’t 
know anything but rockets, and not much of 
them, either. I can’t even get a job on shore. 
All my life would mean would be to work until 
I saved up enough to retire on a few bucks a 
month.”
---Ryan stared at the curiously flattened crystal 
snow. “Oxygen might be in this,” he muttered. 
From that his eyes traveled speculatively 
toward the cliffs at his left.
---Footprints had tracked all over the right side 
of the ravine. But Ryan showed no interest in 
them, for they were his own. On the left side, 
the brilliant snow had been well trodden also, 
but at the far end of the cliff it was still virgin. 
Toward that part he began to shuffle.
---“Yep,” he concluded. “There’s no argument. 
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I’m the guy to go out in a strangling blaze of 
glory. If this last crazy hunch doesn’t work out, 
I’m not going back to the ship.”
---But as he moved cautiously toward the end 
of the crevasse, he was beginning to gasp for 
breath.
---“What’s this?” he choked. “Should be 
enough oxygen for another two hours.”
---His lungs were laboring. The air in the 
suit grew more tenuous than ever. Now that 
he listened, he could hear the thin whistle of 
escaping oxygen.
---Ryan stooped and examined the legs of his 
space suit. He had an idea of what he was going 
to find.
---Near the strained material––at the seams–– 
small, neat punctures had carefully been 
jabbed.
---“The dirty rat!” he howled. “I was going to 
die for a sneaking coward like that! I’ll get back 
to the ship and kill the scum...”
---But he knew there wasn’t enough air for that. 
He gulped for breath so painfully that he had 
to turn up the valve. Hopping wildly to cover 
as much ground as possible, he kept his hands 
over the holes. Precious air leaked through his 
clumsily gloved fingers.
---He almost screamed when he felt the 
punctures rip in long gashes under the pressure 
of escaping oxygen. As well as he could, he 
held the torn edges together and jumped 
in long leaps toward the cliff. His chest was 
heaving frantically. His legs felt powerless, and 
he knew that the tiny capillaries under his skin 
were rupturing.
---At the smooth face of the rock wall he clawed 
his way along. When his fingers touched it, he 
could not believe his senses. He thought he 
was delirious. There was a faint flow coming 
through, moving the still crystals of snow––

moving them as only oxygen might! The 
colored instrument in his hands was glowing 
now.
---“I couldn’t find it like this,” he gasped. “It 
sounds like a gag. Nobody really finds salvation 
at the last minute ... . “

BUT he had found the narrow, betraying 
slit in the polished obsidian cliff! With his 

fingers first, then with a belt knife, he pried 
madly at the slab. And it gave––it moved 
slightly from side to side!
---Smoothly, suddenly, the slab came loose, fell 
gently to the ground. Ryan glared red-eyed at a 
metal air-lock door.
---He was sure he had used his last breath of 
oxygen in tugging loose the slab. But he had 
another left to twirl the wheel and pull down 
the locking bars from their slots.
---Without the slightest sound, the door swung 
open. Ryan staggered through, and for the first 
time he heard a click outside the air-lock. Until 
then he had not dared to breathe. But now he 
knew he was in an air-filled cavern. He gulped 
and strangled until his lungs were full. Then he 
opened the inner lock.
---A bulb in the roof switched on. Ryan gaped 
at a large cave––heaped with boxes, bales, 
crates, and bags.
---With an inarticulate cry, he leaped at the 
pile, pawed through it until he came to food. 
He stuffed dried beef and fruits into his 
mouth. When the sharpest gnawing was gone, 
he looked about once more. He saw an electric 
stove, pots, silverware, plates.
---More leisurely now, he set a huge stew 
boiling on the stove, and put up a pot of 
incredibly fragrant Martian coffee. He didn’t 
mind the hours he had to wait for his meal 
to be ready. While waiting, he had examined 
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every crate and box in the cavern.
---“Hall, you filthy Venusian polecat,” he 
grated. “You showed your yellow, all right. But 
you did worse than that. Here we’ve got plenty 
of oxygen tanks, food, water, batteries. And 
those big tanks over there are––fuel! But you, 
you damned coward, had to punch holes in our 
only space suit. So here I am, with everything 
we need to make us comfortable. There you 
are, rationing everything until the Orion gets 
here. And probably neither of us’ll be rescued!
Oh, you dirty plague rat! I’ll kill you if I ever 
get my hands on you...which I guess I won’t...”
---Ryan left the dishes still piled high with food 
he could not eat. Standing directly under the 
light in the ceiling, he examined his tortured 
legs. Mere capillary ruptures should not have 
caused him the agony he was feeling. 
---“Now what the hell?” he mumbled. “Where’d 
I pick up raw, red blotches like that? And, boy, 
do they hurt!”
 ---He gaped around blankly for something to 
apply. The pain in his legs, though, prevented 
him from walking from case to case and 
searching. He was patting the burns, holding 
his hands gently over them to keep off the 
tormenting air. A metallic click startled him. 
Ryan swung around.
---A space-suited giant stood at the closed air-
lock, a gamma-gun in each huge hand. Ryan 
flushed , for the enormous man contemptuously 
put the gun back in his belt and began to 
remove his suit. When the newcomer stood 
clad in green shorts and jersey, Ryan shrank 
back in awe.
---The giant’s wide shoulders and bull neck 
rose to a powerful, brick-red face and head 
that looked odd under the shaggy gray hair.
---“Thought I told you to get the hell off my 
planetoid,” the other said in a quietly savage 

roar.
---Steve Ryan recoiled from the modulated 
blast of sound.
---“I can’t. I’ve been space-wrecked.”
---The gray-haired giant stooped, picked up 
Ryan’s suit and examined it. “Don’t they tell 
you fledglings to stay away from sharp rocks?”
---Ryan said something that was drowned in 
the boom of the organ voice.
---“I don’t know where in hell they breed 
you young fumblers. Hell, you can pair off a 
couple of Saturnian jackapes and they’ll do 
better! Crack up out in space, tear your suit 
like a schoolboy––and now you come busting 
in on my planetoid, not only trespassing but 
stealing, too! “

RYAN’S protest rose high and shrill above 
the deep roar.

---“I wasn’t stealing. I was hungry and out of 
oxygen. And those rips were made deliberately.”
---“Are you a screwball?” The old giant peered 
at him searchingly. “What’d you do it for?”
---“My shipmate did it,” Steve Ryan said 
bitterly. “Our supplies can’t hold out until the 
rescue ship comes, so he tried to fix my wagon.”
---When the giant grinned broadly, his 
strong, white teeth gleamed with incredible 
attractiveness in his brightly reddened face.
---“Well, I can’t kick. When I need supplies, I 
just up and take them. If I can’t pay for them, 
I don’t.” Shaking his gray head despondently, 
he passed his keen eyes over Ryan’s physique. 
“You kids ain’t the same race us old spacemen 
used to be. You’re the skinniest, puniest rascal 
I’ve seen in two generations, and it looks like 
there’s no stop to it. Every generation seems to
be getting punier than the last. Look at those 
legs. Can’t dodge the law on Jupiter with soda 
straws like those.”
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---Ryan could make no protest to this ancient 
dogma. But he did look down in embarrassment 
when the old giant bent forward, his shrewd 
gaze narrowing in astonishment.
---“Where’d you get those raw, puffy burns?” 
the giant bellowed.
---“I don’t know. Outside, I guess. Do they 
look so bad?”
---Without replying, the old man went directly 
to a case, felt around a moment, and returned 
with a jar of ointment. “Here. Rub this on your 
skinny shanks.”
---The tormenting sting left almost instantly, 
and the red blisters shrank visibly. But now 
that his pain was gone, Steve Ryan pondered 
the identity of this mysterious old giant rover 
of the spaceways. The huge face haunted him 
with a sense of familiarity. He was sure he 
hadn’t seen it recently. It seemed more like a 
face out of his childhood.
---“Who are you?” Ryan blurted at last. The 
giant stepped close and lowered his face, like 
the craggy features of an approaching planet, 
within inches of Ryan’s.
---“Ever hear of Pegleg Sam Brooks?” the 
enormous voice boomed out.
---The mystery was instantly clear to Ryan. 
Pegleg Sam had become a favorite hero in 
children’s books after his record was cleared by 
his––
---Ryan gaped. “He died on Pluto! The Planet 
Police were tracking down all pirates and they 
cornered...”
---The old giant’s humorous eyes turned fierce 
and blazing.
---“I ought to break you in half for that!” he 
bellowed. “Nobody but a runt ever called me a 
pirate twice. Sure, when I can’t pay for supplies, 
I pick them up wherever I can. That ain’t piracy. 
And I never killed anybody who didn’t draw 

first, even if the cops say otherwise. That’s on 
the level, shrimp. I’m touchy about my ideals.”
---Ryan stood indecisively during the long, 
strained silence while Pegleg Sam Brooks ate 
a brief meal and zippered himself into his suit. 
Then Steve Ryan watched the old giant as he 
limped vigorously to the air-lock.
---“You’re not going to leave me here?”
---“Why not?” The old pirate’s vast hand closed 
around Ryan’s arm and held him off. Get this 
straight. You’re the only one in the System who 
knows Pegleg Sam Brooks is still alive. I’ll get 
rid of you without letting you eat yourself to 
death.”
---Ryan fell back under the gentle shove, and 
the heavy metal door closed behind the giant.
---Steve Ryan sank down on a box. Rescue had 
been so near. There was no space suit in the 
cavern, of course, so he couldn’t escape. And 
the old man’s brutal strength could easily crush
him if he fought.
---The door opened again. Ryan sprang to 
his feet. His thin hands balled into fists as he 
leaped forward.

“HALL, you filthy skunk!” he shouted.
---

---The old giant stood grinning at the air-lock 
door, huge gauntleted hands on his hips, his 
enormous legs braced wide. And before him 
cowered Bart Hall.
---Despite his rage, Steve Ryan felt like 
laughing. Lost in a space suit a head too high 
for him, Hall peered over the collar at the 
bottom of the transparent globe.
---Ryan pummeled the air-cushioned suit. 
The blows didn’t bother Hall, for he raised his 
clumsy arms and hastily unscrewed the helmet.
---“Cut it out, you fool!” he whispered.
---“I’ll kill you, you damned murderer!”
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---The giant leaned against a tall crate, grinning 
at the absurd stalemate. Ryan couldn’t hurt 
Hall, and Hall couldn’t defend himself in his 
tentlike suit.
---“Stop it,” Bart Hall hissed under his breath. 
“That’s Pegleg Sam Brooks. He’s going to kill us 
so we can’t talk...”
---“I’m going to kill you! ” Ryan yelled. “Get 
out of that suit!”
---He snatched a box high over his head, aimed 
it at Hall.
---“None of that,” the old man roared, knocking 
it out of his hands. “There ain’t goin’ to be any 
fighting for a while, and when it does come, it’s 
going to be fair fighting or none at all. That’s 
the way I fought, and that’s how it’ll be.”
---Unwillingly, watching Ryan, Bart Hall began 
to climb out of the space armor. But he made 
so slow a job of it that Ryan unzippered the 
suit and hauled him out. Then he stepped back 
to allow Hall to lift his fists.
---Suddenly he felt Pegleg Sam’s great hand 
against his chest. He was powerless against 
his captor. “Break it up,” the giant boomed 
disappointedly. “Though I’m achin’ for a 
good scrap to watch.” He looked at Ryan. “I 
don’t blame you for wantin’ to flatten him. I’d 
kill any shipmate who pulled a low trick like 
puncturing my space suit.”
---But then he turned to Hall, and his bright 
grin was wide.
---“I guess I’d do just what you did, though. 
When a guy’s back is to the wall, that’s no time 

for sentiment, is it? All in all, the two of you 
acted according to your lights, and I’m going 
to let you settle your differences later––”
---“Later?” Hall yelped. “But you said––”
---“I said you were the only ones who knew 
about me,” the giant roared cheerfully. “But 
later, if you talk, the Planet Police’ll have three 
guys to track down. For aiding and abetting a 
pirate. Get it?”
---“You’re going to force us into piracy with 
you,” said Ryan, staring.

“WHO said anything about piracy?” the 
pirate bellowed in rage. He grabbed 

Hall’s jersey and forced him to face Steve Ryan. 
“You’re supposed to be a scientist, you skinny 
shrimp. What do those burns on his legs look 
like?”
---“Why––I’m a mathematician––they look 
like plain burns...”
---“Plain burns––on a frozen planetoid!” the 
old giant roared. “Where in hell did he get 
them?”
---He spread his huge arms and slapped them 
gently on their backs.
---“Ever hear of radiialloy?” *
---“You mean,” Ryan said incredulously, “that 
new metal element that was discovered a 
decade ago? It’s worth fortunes––but...”
---“Ah-hah!” Pegleg Sam Brooks burst out. 
“So it hit you, finally, did it? The rays got 
through the ripped space-suit. So you know 
why I can’t let you two just die of starvation, 
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or bury your bodies?” He paused thoughtfully. 
“Not that it won’t work out this way. There’s 
enough radiialloy buried in the frozen wastes 
of this planetoid to make all us stinking rich. I 
don’t like to show my face around spaceports 
because the cops might remember something,
though I could take the chance. So, when we 
get rid of the pesky Orion, one of you cubs 
can take my space ship, sell some of this stuff 
and bring back a Doc to do the neatest job of 
plastic surgery on nine worlds. Then old Sam 
Brooks can step out again as an honest man.”
---“That’s wonderful! “ Steve Ryan burst out. 
“When the Orion comes––”
---“I don’t get this,” Bart Hall faltered, 
interrupting. “If what you say is true, why can’t 
you just kill us? Then you could go to some 
spaceport, call from inside your ship and get 
the Doctor that way? We’d make that easier, 
but not easy enough for you to spare our lives, 
and split a fortune three ways.”
---“Ho-ho-ho,” the old pirate bellowed. “So 
you’re the scientist! Ever hear that radiialloy, 
when it oxidizes, or combines with, any organic 
substance, forms a gas? And that a gas can be 
traced on a planetoid this size where there’s no 
atmosphere, but gravity enough to hold any 
gas?”
---Bart Hall stood confused. “I don’t 
understand,” he mumbled.
---Steve Ryan burst out impatiently. “Listen, 
rat, what would the Orion do when it got here 
and found us dead with this burn? They’d 
know there was radiialloy here. And if they 
found no trace of us, they’d make autopsy 
tests, atmosphere tests. Then they’d certainly 
find that infinitesimal trace of gas that the 
radiialloy formed when it burned us––because 
it had oxidized with that organic substance 

that was our flesh. And they’d know there was 
radiialloy that way!”
---“Oh,” said Hall. “But now we can just tell the 
Orion, when it comes, that before etherophone 
went dead, we’d contacted other help and we’re 
staying here to wait, and there’s no danger.”
---“Right!” said Ryan.
---“But even then, one of us would be enough,” 
Hall said quietly. “Pegleg could kill one of us, 
save the other to throw the Orion off, then use 
him to bring the Doctor back, and kill both 
him and the Doctor.”
---Even Steve Ryan was silent now. Pegleg Sam 
Brooks regarded them sourly. “How could I 
be sure that that one was coming back?” he 
demanded. There was no answer. “Only if I 
sent Ryan here. I know he’d come back because
he aims to give you the beating of your life, and 
he wants you alive. Meanwhile, he can be sure 
I don’t kill him later because when he goes to 
Jupiter, he can leave the whole story in a sealed
envelope, not to be opened unless he doesn’t 
come back.”
---A slow smile spread over Steve Ryan’s face. 
“Gee,” he said. “That’s pretty complicated 
thinking, when you come down to it. 
Everything taken care of––why you can’t kill 
us, how we help you––and how I get a crack at 
that rat––and make money in the end.”
---The old pirate regarded them both. 
“Meanwhile, we’re all partners, and you still 
haven’t seen why it happened. Ryan, you 
sentimental idiot, shake hands with this 
murderous snake. If he hadn’t punctured your 
suit so you could get burned, I’d have killed you
both sometime today.”

–   THE END   –
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